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KEY=DWELLERS - RISHI LAUREN
HARBINGER OF DOOM
VOLUMES 4-6 OMNIBUS
Lomion Books The epic Harbinger of Doom saga continues in this special Omnibus
edition, which contains Volume 4, Dwellers of the Deep, Volume 5, Blood, Fire, and
Thorn, and Volume 6, Gods of the Sword. Dwellers of the Deep embraces the pulsepounding action that the Harbinger of Doom Saga is known for, with battles so real,
so immersive, you will ﬁnd yourself reaching for your sword. Expansive in scope,
Dwellers drops the reader into the Byzantine web of political intrigue that swirls
about the Kingdom of Lomion. In Glenn G. Thater’s world of Midgaard, some kill for
love or honor; others die for blood and souls. In Dwellers of the Deep, the fourth
volume of the saga unfolds across a vast ocean of bleak expanses and forbidden
islands that harbor secrets best unspoken, ancient magics best left buried, voracious
monsters of the gelid depths, and a god of the outer spheres whose wrath will shake
the very foundations of Midgaard. Within these pages, heroes and villains abound.
But are the heroes those that quest with Theta to keep shuttered the portal betwixt
the worlds, or those that sail with Korrgonn for god and glory, to restore Azathoth’s
reign? Only you can decide. But in the end, Ob will tell you, evil is as evil does, and in
Midgaard, only one thing is certain: nothing is as it seems.
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HARBINGER OF DOOM: VOLUMES 7-8
SPECIAL OMNIBUS EDITION
Lomion Books Vampires. Zombies. Wendigo. There’s a million books about them,
and of similar paranormal, undead creatures. Sparkly cutesy ones. Vicious evil ones.
Heroic ones. Impossible to kill ones. Slow and fast ones. Some books even purport to
tell you of their origins. Well, they’re all bunk and bother, as Ob would say. Nothing
but humbug. This special omnibus edition of Volumes 7 and 8 of the Harbinger of
Doom saga is diﬀerent. It reveals the truth about those creatures. About where they
really came from. About the terrible threat they posed and may still pose today. And
about the brave folk of days long past who stopped them from overrunning the
world.

THE GATEWAY
HARBINGER OF DOOM: VOLUME 1
Lomion Books Praise for The Gateway by Glenn G. Thater "Glenn Thater's, The
Gateway, is a masterfully crafted epic fantasy about the ages old struggle between
good and evil." ---- Carol Marrs Phipps, author of Elf Killers "...as good as any fantasy
tale you will read, it honors the tradition, and adds to our lore a story so good, so
well told, I hope it will be remembered forever." ----- Rai Aren, co-author of Secret of
the Sands. "...a must read for all fans of classic sword and sorcery. A blend of
howard, moorcock, wagner,with a twist of lovecraft. Well written and hugely
entertaining." ---- Jimmyonly (an Amazon reviewer) The Gateway is a novella length
version (approximately 25,000 words) of the ﬁrst volume of the epic Harbinger of
Doom series. The full length version of the ﬁrst volume is entitled Gateway to
Niﬂeheim (approximate length 66,000 words). In The Gateway, Glenn G. Thater
transports us to an age of high adventure where knights battle supernatural horrors,
magic is real but hidden, and the line between good and evil is all too thin. BOOKS
BY GLENN G. THATER THE HARBINGER OF DOOM SAGA GATEWAY TO NIFLEHEIM THE
FALLEN ANGLE KNIGHT ETERNAL DWELLERS OF THE DEEP BLOOD, FIRE, AND THORN
GODS OF THE SWORD THE SHAMBLING DEAD MASTER OF THE DEAD SHADOW OF
DOOM VOLUME 10+ forthcoming HARBINGER OF DOOM (Combines Gateway to
Niﬂeheim and The Fallen Angle into a single volume) THE HERO AND THE FIEND (A
novelette set in the Harbinger of Doom universe) THE GATEWAY (A novella length
version of Gateway to Niﬂeheim) The Harbinger of Doom saga centers around Lord
Angle Theta, an enigmatic warrior of unknown origins and mystical power. No mortal
man is his match in battle. No sorcery can contain or confound him. No scholar or
sage can outwit him. But for all his skills, he is but one of us: a man, a human, who
shares our faults, our dreams, and our ambitions. He boldly strides across the land,
fearless, peerless, and cloaked in mystery; all his will bent on righting such wrongs
as he deems ﬁt. Until the day the Gateway opened and turned the world on its head.
Only Theta and his companions can hope to turn the tide of madness and preserve
all that we hold dear. But no man, not even our greatest hero, can stand against the
Lords of Niﬂeheim and the dark armies at their command. Fiends that inﬁltrate
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unseen within our ranks, that tear down our temples and our traditions; that devour
us from within, unseen, unknown, unheralded, and unopposed until the hour grows
far too late. One man pierces the veil of magic that blinds us all and marks the world
as it truly is, revealing secrets, secrets of Angle Theta, so horrifying as to shatter a
man's mind and call into question the very nature of good and evil. When mad
sorcerers open a gateway to the very pits of hell, releasing outre demons of darkest
nightmare upon the world, only the intrepid knights of House Eotrus stand in their
way. Claradon Eotrus takes up the mantle of his noble house to avenge his father
and hold back the tide of chaos that threatens to engulf the world and destroy
mankind. Claradon recruits Angle Theta and Gabriel Garn, mysterious knights of
mystical power to stand with him. Theta and Garn take up their swords one last time
against the coming darkness -- a darkness from which only one will emerge.
Keywords: free epic fantasy ﬁction books best top novels series kindle, free
metaphysical & visionary dark fantasy gods demons wizards adult top best novels
books series kindle, free horror thriller action & adventure top best novels books
series kindle cheap teen ebooks, free myths & legends norse & Viking urban
paranormal sword & sorcery fantasy top best novels books series kindle google play
Similar to books by or about: George R.R. Martin, J.R.R. Tolkien, Robert E. Howard,
David Gemmell, Steven Erikson, Michael Moorcock, David Eddings, Glen Cook, Joe
Abercrombie, Game of Thrones, The Lord of the Rings, H.P. Lovecraft, Fritz Leiber,
Conan.

HARBINGER OF DOOM: VOLUMES 11-12
Glenn G. Thater Glenn G. Thater’s epic Harbinger of Doom saga continues in this
special omnibus edition, which contains Volume 11, Drums of Doom and Volume 12,
Blood of Kings. In the Age of Myth and Legend, the Lord’s Arkon Thetan lost his faith,
abandoned his honor and his solemn oaths, and betrayed the one true god — he who
loved him above all others. Thetan’s treachery threatened to bring down the very
heavens and cast his name in infamy, forevermore. When the mountain troll horde
surrounded Lomion City, rivalry and machination paralyzed the High Council…until
the mysterious Baron Jaros appeared oﬀering salvation from the trolls. Salvation that
came at a weighty price. King Bornyth Trollsbane of the Darendor Dwarves was
fearless, and conﬁdent that his people could withstand any siege, assault, plague,
ﬂood, or famine. Hardy were his Dwarves. Determined. Tireless. Patient. The
problem was, the Draugar –- the dead that walked — were all of that and more. Uriel
the Bold had safeguarded the portal betwixt Midgaard and Niﬂeheim for untold ages.
He’d repelled wizards, warlords, and hordes of howling barbarians. But what hope
did he have to stop The Shadow League’s cadre of Archwizards and the Niﬂeheim
Lord that led them? The Eotrus had suﬀered beyond all imagining: family members
dead, missing, kidnapped, their fortress, sacked. But now it was Ector’s turn to take
the battle to the enemy. To march on the troll city of Gothmagorn and exact his
revenge…though it might cost him his very soul. Captain Frem Sorlons was one of
the toughest men to ever walk Midgaard. But deep in the heart of Svartleheim, when
the drums of doom sound, even a brave hero can fall.
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HARBINGER OF DOOM: VOLUMES 9-10
Lomion Books The epic Harbinger of Doom saga continues in this special omnibus
edition, which contains Volume 9, Shadow of Doom, and Volume 10, Wizard’s Toll.
Shadow of Doom The deep dark of Svartleheim, realm of the Black Elves. The Ivald
monks called it a shortcut. They lied. For once you enter their tunnels, the Black
Elves never let you leave. In this ninth volume, Theta arrives at Jutenheim, hot on
the heels of Korrgonn and the League of Shadows. Their fateful confrontation fast
approaching, if only they pass the Black Elf king and the ancient evils that lurk in his
subterranean domain. But do the Black Elves serve the dark powers or the light?

KNIGHT ETERNAL
HARBINGER OF DOOM: VOLUME 3
Lomion Books Knight Eternal is Volume 3 of the widely acclaimed epic fantasy
saga, Harbinger of Doom. In KNIGHT ETERNAL, Theta, Claradon Eotrus, and Ob the
Gnome battle fanatical monks, deadly bounty hunters, and otherworldly ﬁends
whose merest touch is death, in their relentless pursuit of Korrgonn, Lord of
Niﬂeheim. Meanwhile, Korrgonn stops at nothing to acquire the fabled Orb of
Wisdom, that ancient talisman that can return Azathoth and his kingdom to
Midgaard. But the fate of the world turns when Claradon faces DeBoors, the ancient
sword-master who has sworn to slay him. BOOKS BY GLENN G. THATER THE
HARBINGER OF DOOM SAGA HAMMER OF DOOM LORD OF LIES KNIGHT ETERNAL
DWELLERS OF THE DEEP BLOOD, FIRE, AND THORN GODS OF THE SWORD THE
SHAMBLING DEAD MASTER OF THE DEAD SHADOW OF DOOM WIZARDS TOLL DRUMS
OF DOOM BLOOD OF KINGS VOLUME 13+ forthcoming THE HERO AND THE FIEND (A
novelette set in the Harbinger of Doom universe) THE DEMON KING OF BERGHER (A
short story set in the Harbinger of Doom universe) THE KEBLEAR HORROR (A short
story set in the Harbinger of Doom universe) Similar to books by or about: George
R.R. Martin, J.R.R. Tolkien, Robert E. Howard, David Gemmell, Steven Erikson,
Michael Moorcock, David Eddings, Glen Cook, Joe Abercrombie, Game of Thrones,
The Lord of the Rings, The Hobbit, H.P. Lovecraft, Fritz Leiber, Conan, Patrick
Rothfuss, Brandon Sanderson, Scott Lynch, Marion Zimmer Bradley, R. Scott Bakker,
Robert Jordan, Robin Hobb, Brent Weeks, Stephen Donaldson. Brandon Sanderson;
George RR Martin; Game of Thrones, Lord of the Rings; Jeﬀ Wheeler; Robert E.
Howard; HP Lovecraft; Joe Abercrombie; Steven Erikson; Anthony Ryan; RA
Salvatore; Jonathan Moeller; r. Scott Bakker; David Gemmell; Glen Cook; Duncan
Hamilton; Mark Lawrence; Grimdark; LitRPG; David Dalglish; brian mcclellan;peter v.
brett; richard k. morgan; scott lynch; miles cameron; john gwynne; kel kade; brian
staveley;james a. moore; michael-scott earle; ryan kirk; justin depaoli;lindsay
buroker; liam reese; michael wallace; robert j. crane; dk holmberg; d.k. holmberg;
craig halloran; jon kiln; d.c. clemens; r a salvatore; r.a. salvatore; luke scull; jonathan
maberry; will wight; m.r. mathias; michael james ploof; james maxey; michael g.
manning; kristian alva; jd franx; Sword & sorcery fantasy Myths viking celtic free
dark urban historical adventure genre ﬁction men's sea bundle series boxed humor
mystery thriller suspense greek magic armor collections sagas juvenile angels
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demons dragons elf ghost god vampire witch pirates horror romance Arthurian
coming of age visionary norse superhero zombies paranormal dystopian action teen
medieval general best top author;

HARBINGER OF DOOM
VOLUMES 1 TO 3 OF THE HARBINGER OF DOOM SAGA
A gateway to Helheim opened on Eotrus land. Things not meant to walk the mortal
world are coming through; unstoppable evil with an insatiable hunger for blood and
souls. Sir Claradon Eotrus assembles an intrepid force of sorcerers and soldiers who
risk all they hold dear to hold fast that evil portal. But what is Claradon to do when
he discovers, the man he recruited to help him close that gateway is either the
greatest hero the world has ever known or the devil himself, thrown down from the
heavens by the gods in olden days? Claradon may soon learn that when you hire a
devil to save the world, not even the gods can help you.Claradon's Midgaard is a
world ﬁlled with valiant knights, mysterious sorcerers, ruthless bounty hunters,
complex political intrigues, monsters of myth and legend, and otherworldly evils so
frightening that you dare not read these books before sleep. But most of all, it's ﬁlled
with stories you will always remember and characters you will never forget.PRAISE
FOR GLENN G. THATER'S HARBINGER OF DOOM SAGA"Thater is one of the most
talented and exciting authors of our time. He is right up there with Tolkien, maybe
even better. His unique writing technique leaves you pondering what is going to
happen next and yearning for more." - a Google Play reviewer "...a must read for all
fans of classic sword and sorcery. A blend of Howard, Moorcock, Wagner, with a twist
of Lovecraft. Well written and hugely entertaining." --- An Amazon reviewer"For a
long time I have searched for a fantasy worthy of Lord of The Rings and I have found
it!" --- An Amazon Reviewer"The Harbinger of Doom Series is a masterfully written
story with Epic Heroic Battles, Adventure and great characters." --- An Amazon
Reviewer"From page to page Thater weaves a tale so thoroughly explicit you feel
like you're more than an observer." --- An Amazon Reviewer"Heroes, Wizards, and
Demons - oh my!""A fantastic mix of Norse and Middle eastern mythology held
together by an epic tale.""Absolutely the best action medieval books that I have read
since the Lord of the Rings series...""Stylishly written epic fantasy tale with a Norse
slant""The action is fast and furious,""the story sucks you in and doesn't let
go.""Pulls no punches in describing the horror of war...""By far, the best epic fantasy
I have read.""One of the best book series ever!!!""Epic Tolkien-esque
fantasy""Masterful storytelling.""Fantastic,""Enthralling,""Brilliant""One of those
gems"BOOKS BY GLENN G. THATERTHE HARBINGER OF DOOM SAGA: VOLUME 1:
HAMMER OF DOOMVOLUME 2: LORD OF LIESVOLUME 3: KNIGHT ETERNALVOLUME 4:
DWELLERS OF THE DEEPVOLUME 5: BLOOD, FIRE, AND THORNVOLUME 6: GODS OF
THE SWORDVOLUME 7: THE SHAMBLING DEADVOLUME 8: MASTER OF THE
DEADVOLUME 9: SHADOW OF DOOMVOLUME 10: WIZARD'S TOLLVOLUME 11:
DRUMS OF DOOMVOLUME 12: BLOOD OF KINGSVOLUME 13+ (forthcoming)THE
HERO AND THE FIEND(A novelette set in the Harbinger of Doom universe)THE
DEMON KING OF BERGHER(A short story set in the Harbinger of Doom universe)THE
KEBLEAR HORROR(A short story set in the Harbinger of Doom universe
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LORD OF LIES
HARBINGER OF DOOM: VOLUME 2
Lomion Books In Lord of Lies (Volume 2 of the Harbinger of Doom Saga), Glenn G.
Thater transports you to a time of legendary heroes, armored knights, spectacular
duels, courtly intrigue, otherworldly evils, and ancient, forbidden magics. Claradon,
the young Lord of House Eotrus, stands accused of murder and treason by his
family's political rivals while on the trail of the chaos lord that slew those dearest to
him. Claradon has recruited the mysterious knight of mystical power called Angle
Theta to aid him is his quest. But Claradon has bought far more than he's bargained
for, when his comrade Ob discovers the terrifying secret of Angle Theta. A secret so
horrifying as to shatter a man's mind and call into question the very nature of good
and evil. * Lord of Lies was previously published as The Fallen Angle. BOOKS BY
GLENN G. THATER THE HARBINGER OF DOOM SAGA HAMMER OF DOOM LORD OF
LIES KNIGHT ETERNAL DWELLERS OF THE DEEP BLOOD, FIRE, AND THORN GODS OF
THE SWORD THE SHAMBLING DEAD MASTER OF THE DEAD SHADOW OF DOOM
WIZARDS TOLL DRUMS OF DOOM BLOOD OF KINGS VOLUME 13+ forthcoming THE
HERO AND THE FIEND (A novelette set in the Harbinger of Doom universe) THE
DEMON KING OF BERGHER (A short story set in the Harbinger of Doom universe) THE
KEBLEAR HORROR (A short story set in the Harbinger of Doom universe) Similar to
books by or about: George R.R. Martin, J.R.R. Tolkien, Robert E. Howard, David
Gemmell, Steven Erikson, Michael Moorcock, David Eddings, Glen Cook, Joe
Abercrombie, Game of Thrones, The Lord of the Rings, H.P. Lovecraft, Fritz Leiber,
Conan. Brandon Sanderson; George RR Martin; Game of Thrones, Lord of the Rings;
Jeﬀ Wheeler; Robert E. Howard; HP Lovecraft; Joe Abercrombie; Steven Erikson;
Anthony Ryan; RA Salvatore; Jonathan Moeller; r. Scott Bakker; David Gemmell; Glen
Cook; Duncan Hamilton; Mark Lawrence; Grimdark; LitRPG; David Dalglish; brian
mcclellan;peter v. brett; richard k. morgan; scott lynch; miles cameron; john gwynne;
kel kade; brian staveley;james a. moore; michael-scott earle; ryan kirk; justin
depaoli;lindsay buroker; liam reese; michael wallace; robert j. crane; dk holmberg;
d.k. holmberg; craig halloran; jon kiln; d.c. clemens; r a salvatore; r.a. salvatore; luke
scull; jonathan maberry; will wight; m.r. mathias; michael james ploof; james maxey;
michael g. manning; kristian alva; jd franx;

HAMMER OF DOOM
HARBINGER OF DOOM - VOLUME 1
Lomion Books Claradon never led his House’s forces into battle before. But now he
has to. His father, the mighty lord of Dor Eotrus, went missing, along with all his
men, heroes all, while investigating a mysterious fog and otherworldly howling. It’s
up to Claradon to ﬁnd him, to bring him home, or to avenge his death if he has
fallen. Claradon is a brave young knight — noble, skilled, and courageous; a warrior
born and bred; a northman, tall and strong. But he’s not prepared to face the ancient
evil that has entered his lands. An evil with powers beyond any mortal’s imagination.
An evil that threatens to overrun Midgaard and destroy all that Claradon holds dear.
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* Hammer of Doom was previously published as Gateway to Niﬂeheim Praise for The
Gateway by Glenn G. Thater “Thater is one of the most talented and exciting authors
of our time. He is right up there with Tolkien, maybe even better. His unique writing
technique leaves you pondering what is going to happen next and yearning for
more.” — a Google Play reviewer “...a must read for all fans of classic sword and
sorcery. A blend of Howard, Moorcock, Wagner, with a twist of Lovecraft. Well written
and hugely entertaining.” — An Amazon reviewer “For a long time I have searched
for a fantasy worthy of Lord of The Rings and I have found it!” — An Amazon
Reviewer “The Harbinger of Doom Series is a masterfully written story with Epic
Heroic Battles, Adventure and great characters.” — An Amazon Reviewer “From
page to page Thater weaves a tale so thoroughly explicit you feel like you’re more
than an observer.” — An Amazon Reviewer “Heroes, Wizards, and Demons — oh
my!” “A fantastic mix of Norse and Middle eastern mythology held together by an
epic tale.” “Absolutely the best action medieval books that I have read since the
Lord of the Rings series...” “Stylishly written epic fantasy tale with a Norse slant.”
“The action is fast and furious,” “the story sucks you in and doesn’t let go.” “Pulls no
punches in describing the horror of war...” “By far, the best epic fantasy I have
read.” “One of the best book series ever!!!” “Epic Tolkien-esque fantasy.” “Masterful
storytelling.” “Fantastic,” “Enthralling,” “Brilliant.” “One of those gems.” “A must
read for fantasy fans.” BOOKS BY GLENN G. THATER THE HARBINGER OF DOOM
SAGA HAMMER OF DOOM LORD OF LIES KNIGHT ETERNAL DWELLERS OF THE DEEP
BLOOD, FIRE, AND THORN GODS OF THE SWORD THE SHAMBLING DEAD MASTER OF
THE DEAD SHADOW OF DOOM WIZARDS TOLL DRUMS OF DOOM BLOOD OF KINGS
VOLUME 13+ forthcoming THE HERO AND THE FIEND (A novelette set in the
Harbinger of Doom universe) THE DEMON KING OF BERGHER (A short story set in the
Harbinger of Doom universe) keywords: free epic fantasy ﬁction books best top
novels series kindle, free metaphysical & visionary dark fantasy gods demons
wizards adult top best novels books series kindle, free horror thriller action &
adventure top best novels books series kindle cheap teen ebooks, free myths &
legends norse & Viking urban paranormal sword & sorcery fantasy top best novels
books series kindle free epic fantasy, epic fantasy, free, free book, free ebook, free
fantasy, ﬁction books, best novels, top novels, best series, free metaphysical &
visionary, dark fantasy, gods, demons, wizards, top novels, free horror, free thriller,
free action & adventure, action, adventure, teen ebooks, free myths & legends, free
norse, free viking, urban fantasy, paranormal fantasy, free sword & sorcery, best
books, google play SIMILAR TO BOOKS BY: Brandon Sanderson; George RR Martin;
Game of Thrones, Lord of the Rings; Jeﬀ Wheeler; Robert E. Howard; HP Lovecraft;
Joe Abercrombie; Steven Erikson; Anthony Ryan; RA Salvatore; Jonathan Moeller; r.
Scott Bakker; David Gemmell; Glen Cook; Duncan Hamilton; Mark Lawrence;
Grimdark; LitRPG; David Dalglish; brian mcclellan;peter v. brett; richard k. morgan;
scott lynch; miles cameron; john gwynne; kel kade; brian staveley;james a. moore;
michael-scott earle; ryan kirk; justin depaoli;lindsay buroker; liam reese; michael
wallace; robert j. crane; dk holmberg; d.k. holmberg; craig halloran; jon kiln; d.c.
clemens; r a salvatore; r.a. salvatore; luke scull; jonathan maberry; will wight; m.r.
mathias; michael james ploof; james maxey; michael g. manning; kristian alva; jd
franx;
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HARBINGER OF DOOM
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform In Harbinger of Doom, which
collects the ﬁrst two volumes of the Harbinger of Doom saga (Gateway to Niﬂeheim
and The Fallen Angle) into a single volume, Glenn G. Thater transports us to a time
of legendary heroes, spectacular duels, courtly intrigue, otherworldly evils, and
ancient, forbidden magics. This epic series is certain to delight fantasy fans
everywhere. When mad sorcerers open a gateway to the very pits of hell, releasing
demons of darkest nightmare upon the world, only the intrepid knights of House
Eotrus stand in their way. Claradon Eotrus recruits Angle Theta and Gabriel Garn-mysterious knights of mystical power--to stand with him against the tide of chaos
that threatens to engulf the world and destroy mankind. Theta and Garn take up
their swords one last time against the coming darkness--a darkness from which only
one will emerge. But Claradon has bought far more than he's bargained for, when his
comrade, Ob, discovers the terrifying secret of Angle Theta--a secret so horrifying as
to shatter a man's mind and call into question the very nature of good and evil. THE
HARBINGER OF DOOM SAGA The Harbinger of Doom saga centers around one Lord
Angle Theta, an enigmatic warrior of unknown origins and mystical power. No mortal
man is his match in battle. No sorcery can contain or confound him. No scholar or
sage can outwit him. But for all his skills, he is but one of us: a man, a human, who
shares our faults, our dreams, and our ambitions. He boldly strides across the land,
fearless, peerless, and cloaked in mystery--all his will bent on righting such wrongs
as he deems ﬁt. Until the day the mystical gateway to Niﬂeheim opened and turned
the world on its head. On that fateful day, Korrgonn, son of Azathoth, set his unholy
mark upon our world and claimed it for his own. Only Theta and his companions see
the enemies aligning against us. Only they foresee our end coming--the end of
civilization, the end of the world of man. Only they can hope to turn the tide of
madness and preserve all that we hold dear. But no man, not even our greatest
hero, can stand against the Lords of Niﬂeheim and the dark armies at their
command. Fiends that inﬁltrate unseen within our ranks, that tear down our temples
and our traditions; that devour us from within--unseen, unknown, unheralded, and
unopposed until the hour grows far too late. Through the murk and mist that hangs
before our eyes, one man only sees true. One man pierces the veil of magic that
blinds us all and marks the world as it truly is, revealing secrets, secrets of Angle
Theta, so horrifying as to shatter a man's mind and call into question the very nature
of good and evil. Join us now on our journey back to the days of high adventure.
BOOKS BY GLENN G. THATER THE HARBINGER OF DOOM SAGA: GATEWAY TO
NIFLEHEIM THE FALLEN ANGLE KNIGHT ETERNAL DWELLERS OF THE DEEP VOLUME
5+ forthcoming HARBINGER OF DOOM (Combines Gateway to Niﬂeheim and The
Fallen Angle into a single volume) THE HERO AND THE FIEND (A novelette set in the
Harbinger of Doom universe) THE GATEWAY (A novella length version of Gateway to
Niﬂeheim)

HARBINGER OF DOOM
Books by Glenn G Thater In Harbinger of Doom, Glenn G. Thater transports you to
a time of legendary heroes, armored knights, spectacular duels, courtly intrigue,
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otherworldly evils, and ancient forbidden magics. When mad sorcerers open a
gateway to the very pits of hell, releasing outre demons of darkest nightmare upon
the world, only the intrepid knights of House Eotrus stand in their way. Claradon
Eotrus takes up the mantle of his noble house to avenge his father and hold back the
tide of chaos that threatens to engulf the world and destroy mankind. Claradon
recruits Angle Theta and Gabriel Garn, mysterious knights of mystical power to stand
with him. Theta and Garn take up their swords one last time against the coming
darkness - a darkness from which only one will emerge. But Claradon has bought far
more than he's bargained for, when his comrade Ob discovers the terrifying secret of
Angle Theta. A secret so horrifying as to shatter a man's mind and call into question
the very nature of good and evil.

THE HERO AND THE FIEND (HARBINGER OF DOOM)
EPIC FANTASY
Lomion Books THE HERO AND THE FIEND When two immortal demons of
frightening power rampage across Lomion City on an insatiable quest for blood and
souls, most of the city watch ﬂee for their lives. Who could blame them? No mortal
can stand against such creatures and live. But Sergeant Thork would not ﬂee. Not
when innocent lives were at risk. Thork would stand and ﬁght to project his family,
his city, his people, no matter the odds, for he was bound by duty and girded with
courage and cold steel. But he was no great warrior, no famous hero, no knight in
battle armor. He was just an ordinary man. A watchman. Must he sacriﬁce all that he
has, all that he ever will have, to bar the demons’ path? The Hero and the Fiend is a
twelve-thousand word novelette set in the same world, and featuring some of the
same characters, as Glenn G. Thater's Harbinger of Doom series of fantasy novels
and novellas. Hero, however, is a stand-alone story that requires no familiarity with
his other books to enjoy. Praise for Thater's Writing: "Glenn Thater's, The Gateway, is
a masterfully crafted epic fantasy about the ages old struggle between good and
evil." ---- Carol Marrs Phipps, author of Elf Killers "...as good as any fantasy tale you
will read, it honors the tradition, and adds to our lore a story so good, so well told, I
hope it will be remembered forever." ----- Rai Aren, co-author of Secret of the Sands.
...The author paints each scene and battle so clearly that I felt I was in the middle of
the action." ----- Mike Monahan, author of Barracuda. "...a must read for all fans of
classic sword and sorcery. A blend of howard, moorcock, wagner,with a twist of
lovecraft. Well written and hugely entertaining." ---- Jimmyonly (an Amazon reviewer)
BOOKS BY GLENN G. THATER THE HARBINGER OF DOOM SAGA HAMMER OF DOOM
LORD OF LIES KNIGHT ETERNAL DWELLERS OF THE DEEP BLOOD, FIRE, AND THORN
GODS OF THE SWORD THE SHAMBLING DEAD MASTER OF THE DEAD SHADOW OF
DOOM WIZARDS TOLL DRUMS OF DOOM BLOOD OF KINGS VOLUME 13+ forthcoming
THE HERO AND THE FIEND (A novelette set in the Harbinger of Doom universe) THE
DEMON KING OF BERGHER (A short story set in the Harbinger of Doom universe) THE
KEBLEAR HORROR (A short story set in the Harbinger of Doom universe) keywords:
fantasy; epic fantasy; sword and sorcery free epic fantasy ﬁction books best top
novels series kindle, free metaphysical & visionary dark fantasy gods demons
wizards adult top best novels books series kindle, free horror thriller action &
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adventure top best novels fantasy books series kindle cheap teen ebooks, free
myths & legends norse & Viking urban paranormal sword & sorcery fantasy top best
novels books series kindle free epic fantasy, epic fantasy, free, free book, free ebook,
free fantasy, ﬁction books, best novels, top novels, best series, free metaphysical &
visionary, dark fantasy, gods, demons, wizards, top novels, free horror, free thriller,
free action & adventure, action, adventure, teen ebooks, free myths & legends, free
norse, free viking, urban fantasy, paranormal fantasy, free sword & sorcery, best
books, google play Similar to books by: George R.R. Martin, J.R.R. Tolkien, Robert E.
Howard, David Gemmell, Steven Erikson, Michael Moorcock, David Eddings, Glen
Cook, Joe Abercrombie. bella forest; ﬁction; fantasy book; game of thrones; science
ﬁction; mystery; fantasy; george r.r. martin; a shade of vampire; harry potter;
stephen king; dungeons and dragons; horror books; game of thrones' books; fantasy
books; vampire; ﬁction books; dragons; paranormal; brandon sanderson; zombie;
wheel of time; lord of the rings; j.k. rowling; bella forrest; diana gabaldon; jack
thorne; john tiﬀany; jeﬀ wheeler; george r.r. martin; d.k. holmberg; charlene
hartnady; charlie n. holmberg; shannon mayer; patricia briggs; k.f. breene; g.l.
breedon; neil gaiman; emma l. adams; jasmine walt; brandon sanderson; jaymin eve;
black crouch; bernhard hennen; james sullivan; jonathan moeller; melissa f. olson;
terry brooks; linsey hall; j.r. rain; dima zales; james maxwell; rebecca hamilton; jim
butcher; j.r.r. tolkien; tim pratt; robert jordan; David Dalglish, Terry Goodkind, Robert
J. Crane, Lindsay Buroker, Phil Tucker, Michael J. Sullivan, Glen Cook, Brian McClellan,
B.T. Narro, George R. R. Martin, Jonathan Moeller, James Maxwell, Miles Cameron, C.
Greenwood, R.A. Salvatore, Roger Zelazny, Michael James Ploof, Duncan M.
Hamilton, Robin Hobb, J.R.R. Tolkien, Brandon Sanderson, Brent Weeks, Raymond E.
Feist, Terry Brooks, Robert Jordan, James Islington, Patrick Rothfuss, A.G. Riddle,
Peter V. Brett, Andrzej Sapkowski, Fritz Leiber, Michael Moorcock, Michael Manning,
Joe Abercrombie, Margaret Weis, Steven Erikson, M. R. Mathias, James A. Moore,
Robert E. Howard, Kristian Alva, Toby Neighbors, Mark Lawrence, Brian Staveley, Jeﬀ
Wheeler, Will Wight, Craig Halloran, Luke Scull, D.K. Holmberg, Daniel Arenson,
Duncan Hamilton, Anthony Ryan, Justin Sloan, Jonathan Renshaw, Michael Anderle,
Aleron Kong, Michael-Scott Earle, Justin DePaoli, CM Raymond, AC Cobble, Michael J
Ploof, Loren K. Jones

BLOOD OF KINGS (HARBINGER OF DOOM -- VOLUME 12)
In the Age of Myth and Legend, Thetan's Fallen Arkons raged against their god
across the endless Fimbulwinter, until the Sphere of the Heavens awoke, ripped open
the boundary betwixt Midgaard and the Nether Realms, and ushered in a new age of
horror where even gods could die.When Lord Angle Theta and Gallis Korrgonn
crossed swords in Anglotor Tower, good battled evil, villain fought virtue, man met
monster, and only one survived. But which one is the hero, and which the devil? Or
are they one and the same?Glenn G. Thater's epic Harbinger of Doom saga
continues in this twelfth volume, entitled Blood of Kings.PRAISE FOR GLENN G.
THATER'S HARBINGER OF DOOM SAGA"Thater is one of the most talented and
exciting authors of our time. He is right up there with Tolkien, maybe even better.
His unique writing technique leaves you pondering what is going to happen next and
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yearning for more." - a Google Play reviewer "...a masterfully crafted epic fantasy
about the ages old struggle between good and evil." --- Carol Marrs Phipps, author of
Elf Killers"...a must read for all fans of classic sword and sorcery. A blend of Howard,
Moorcock, Wagner, with a twist of Lovecraft. Well written and hugely entertaining." -- An Amazon reviewer"For a long time I have searched for a fantasy worthy of Lord of
The Rings and I have found it!" --- An Amazon Reviewer"The Harbinger of Doom
Series is a masterfully written story with Epic Heroic Battles, Adventure and great
characters." --- An Amazon Reviewer"From page to page Thater weaves a tale so
thoroughly explicit you feel like you're more than an observer." --- An Amazon
Reviewer"Heroes, Wizards, and Demons - oh my!""A fantastic mix of Norse and
Middle eastern mythology held together by an epic tale.""Absolutely the best action
medieval books that I have read since the Lord of the Rings series...""Stylishly
written epic fantasy tale with a Norse slant""The action is fast and furious," "the
story sucks you in and doesn't let go.""Pulls no punches in describing the horror of
war...""By far, the best epic fantasy I have read.""One of the best book series
ever!!!""Epic Tolkien-esque fantasy""Masterful
storytelling.""Fantastic,""Enthralling,""Brilliant""One of those gems"BOOKS BY
GLENN G. THATERTHE HARBINGER OF DOOM SAGAVOLUME 1: GATEWAY TO
NIFLEHEIMVOLUME 2: THE FALLEN ANGLEVOLUME 3: KNIGHT ETERNALVOLUME 4:
DWELLERS OF THE DEEPVOLUME 5: BLOOD, FIRE, AND THORNVOLUME 6: GODS OF
THE SWORDVOLUME 7: THE SHAMBLING DEADVOLUME 8: MASTER OF THE
DEADVOLUME 9: SHADOW OF DOOMVOLUME 10: WIZARD'S TOLLVOLUME 11:
DRUMS OF DOOMVOLUME 12: BLOOD OF KINGSVOLUME 13+ (forthcoming)THE
HERO AND THE FIEND(A novelette set in the Harbinger of Doom universe)THE
DEMON KING OF BERGHER(A short story set in the Harbinger of Doom universe)THE
KEBLEAR HORROR(A short story set in the Harbinger of Doom universe)

LORD OF LIES
HARBINGER OF DOOM VOLUME 2
In Lord of Lies, Glenn G. Thater transports you to a time of legendary heroes,
armored knights, spectacular duels, courtly intrigue, otherworldly evils, and ancient,
forbidden magics.Claradon, the young Lord of House Eotrus, stands accused of
murder and treason by his family's political rivals while on the trail of the chaos lord
that slew those dearest to him. Claradon has recruited the mysterious knight of
mystical power called Angle Theta to aid him is his quest. But Claradon has bought
far more than he's bargained for, when his comrade Ob discovers the terrifying
secret of Angle Theta. A secret so horrifying it could shatter a person's mind and call
into question the very nature of good and evil. * Lord of Lies was previously
published as The Fallen Angle.THE HARBINGER OF DOOM SAGA: Book 1: Hammer of
DoomBook 2: Lord of LiesBook 3: Knight EternalBook 4: Dwellers of the DeepBook 5:
Blood, Fire, and ThornBook 6: Gods of the SwordBook 7: The Shambling DeadBook 8:
Master of the DeadBook 9: Shadow of DoomBook 10: Wizard's TollBook 11: Drums of
DoomBook 12: Blood of KingsBook 13+ (forthcoming)The Hero and the Fiend(A
Novelette set in the Harbinger of Doom universe)THE DEMON KING OF BERGHER(A
short story set in the Harbinger of Doom universe)THE KEBLEAR HORROR(A short
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story set in the Harbinger of Doom universe)

DWELLERS OF THE DEEP
HARBINGER OF DOOM -Dwellers of the Deep embraces the pulse-pounding action that the Harbinger of
Doom Saga is known for, with battles so real, so immersive, you will ﬁnd yourself
reaching for your sword. Expansive in scope, Dwellers transforms the Saga into truly
epic fantasy, and drops the reader into the Byzantine web of political intrigue that
swirls about the Kingdom of Lomion. In Glenn G. Thater's world of Midgaard, some
kill for love or honor; others die for blood and souls. In Dwellers of the Deep, the
fourth volume of the saga unfolds across a vast ocean of bleak expanses and
forbidden islands that harbor secrets best unspoken, ancient magics best left buried,
voracious monsters of the gelid depths, and a god of the outer spheres whose wrath
will shake the very foundations of Midgaard. Within these pages, heroes and villains
abound. But are the heroes those that quest with Theta to keep shuttered the portal
betwixt the worlds, or those that sail with Korrgonn for god and glory, to restore
Azathoth's reign? Only you can decide. But in the end, Ob will tell you, evil is as evil
does, and in Midgaard, only one thing thing is certain--nothing is as it seems.

DWELLERS OF THE DEEP
HARBINGER OF DOOM -- VOLUME 4
Dwellers of the Deep embraces the pulse-pounding action that the Harbinger of
Doom Saga is known for, with battles so real, so immersive, you will ﬁnd yourself
reaching for your sword. Expansive in scope, Dwellers transforms the Saga into truly
epic fantasy, and drops the reader into the Byzantine web of political intrigue that
swirls about the Kingdom of Lomion.In Glenn G. Thater's world of Midgaard, some kill
for love or honor; others die for blood and souls. In Dwellers of the Deep, the fourth
volume of the saga unfolds across a vast ocean of bleak expanses and forbidden
islands that harbor secrets best unspoken, ancient magics best left buried, voracious
monsters of the gelid depths, and a god of the outer spheres whose wrath will shake
the very foundations of Midgaard. Within these pages, heroes and villains abound.
But are the heroes those that quest with Theta to keep shuttered the portal betwixt
the worlds, or those that sail with Korrgonn for god and glory, to restore Azathoth's
reign? Only you can decide. But in the end, Ob will tell you, evil is as evil does, and in
Midgaard, only one thing thing is certain--nothing is as it seems.

THE DEMON KING OF BERGHER
HARBINGER OF DOOM
Lomion Books THE DEMON KING OF BERGHER When the Demon King of Bergher
comes calling with an evil gift that can corrupt a man's soul and devour his will, Lord
Torbin Malvegil and all his knights can’t keep him out. No gate or wall, no ward or
prayer, no army, hero, or wizard’s binding can hold the demon back. When all hope
is lost, and his ladylove’s life hangs in the balance, Torbin takes up his sword and
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stands alone against the ancient ﬁend — prepared to sacriﬁce all, even his immortal
soul, to save his true love. The Demon King of Bergher is a short story set in the
same world and featuring some of the same characters as Glenn G. Thater's
Harbinger of Doom series of fantasy books. Praise for Glenn G. Thater's Writing:
"Glenn Thater's, The Gateway, is a masterfully crafted epic fantasy about the ages
old struggle between good and evil." ---- Carol Marrs Phipps, author of Elf Killers.
"...as good as any fantasy tale you will read, it honors the tradition, and adds to our
lore a story so good, so well told, I hope it will be remembered forever." ----- Rai
Aren, co-author of Secret of the Sands. ...The author paints each scene and battle so
clearly that I felt I was in the middle of the action." ----- Mike Monahan, author of
Barracuda. "...a must read for all fans of classic sword and sorcery. A blend of
howard, moorcock, wagner,with a twist of lovecraft. Well written and hugely
entertaining." ---- Jimmyonly (an Amazon reviewer) BOOKS BY GLENN G. THATER THE
HARBINGER OF DOOM SAGA HAMMER OF DOOM LORD OF LIES KNIGHT ETERNAL
DWELLERS OF THE DEEP BLOOD, FIRE, AND THORN GODS OF THE SWORD THE
SHAMBLING DEAD MASTER OF THE DEAD SHADOW OF DOOM WIZARDS TOLL DRUMS
OF DOOM BLOOD OF KINGS VOLUME 13+ forthcoming THE HERO AND THE FIEND (A
novelette set in the Harbinger of Doom universe) THE DEMON KING OF BERGHER (A
short story set in the Harbinger of Doom universe) THE KEBLEAR HORROR (A short
story set in the Harbinger of Doom universe) Keywords: epic fantasy ﬁction books
best top novels series kindle ebooks, metaphysical & visionary dark fantasy gods
demons wizards adult top best novels books series kindle ebooks, horror thriller
action & adventure fantasy top best novels books series kindle cheap teen ebooks,
myths & legends norse & Viking urban paranormal sword & sorcery fantasy top best
novels books series kindle ebooks Similar to books by or about: George R.R. Martin,
J.R.R. Tolkien, Robert E. Howard, David Gemmell, Steven Erikson, Michael Moorcock,
David Eddings, Glen Cook, Joe Abercrombie, Game of Thrones, The Lord of the Rings,
H.P. Lovecraft, Fritz Leiber, Conan.

APOCALYPSE NOW VOLUME 5
LOOMING HARBINGER OF DOOM DECEPTION AND REDEMPTION:
REVELATION'S SIXTH SEAL
Two Sense Publications Apocalypse, translated literally from Greek, is a disclosure
of knowledge, hidden from humanity in an era dominated by falsehood and
misconception, i.e., a lifting of the veil or revelation, although this sense did not
enter English until the 14th century. In religious contexts it is usually a disclosure of
something hidden. In the Revelation of John, the last book of the New Testament, the
revelation which John receives is that of the ultimate victory of good over evil and
the end of the present age, and that is the primary meaning. Today, it is commonly
(and erroneously) used in reference to any prophetic End Time scenario or to the end
of the world in general. The key to the cryptic message in the book of Revelation is
in the Metaphysics of Truth -- THE TRUTH IS ALWAYS TRYING TO REVEAL ITSELF TO
US. Once we understand our world as a reﬂection of the delicate metaphysical
balance between Truth's incessant Will to be made manifest and the errant choices
of human will, we will see the book of Revelation for what it really is - an unveiling of
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Truth through the harsh experiences that enlighten us. In the ﬁnal volume of the
Apocalypse Now series, we examine Revelation's Sixth seal. Revelation's Sixth seal
marks the day in humanity's future when the delicate balance between Truth and
belief will become askew on a COLOSSAL scale. The event will be signiﬁcant enough
to inspire everyone to change their priorities. Just as a near brush with death
inspired many towards understanding Truth and the internal nature of our being, so
too would humanity be inclined by a world-changing catastrophe. Not a single person
can tell us WHEN it will occur, but the event can be demonstrated as Revelation's
looming harbinger or warning event. It is a prelude to doom, deception and longawaited redemption for those who have departed. It earmarks the swift escalation
towards the ﬁnal battle between Truth and our perceptions of it. Discover the
mysteries of Revelation's prophecy as the secrets unfold in Volume 5 of the
Apocalypse Now Series.

HEROES AND DEMONS (TWO BOOK BUNDLE)
TWO BOOK BUNDLE (EPIC FANTASY)
Lomion Books THE HERO AND THE FIEND When two immortal demons of
frightening power rampage across Lomion City on an insatiable quest for blood and
souls, most of the city watch ﬂee for their lives. Who could blame them? No mortal
can stand against such creatures and live. But Sergeant Thork would not ﬂee. Not
when innocent lives were at risk. Thork would stand and ﬁght to project his family,
his city, his people, no matter the odds, for he was bound by duty and girded with
courage and cold steel. But he was no great warrior, no famous hero, no knight in
battle armor. He was just an ordinary man. A watchman. Must he sacriﬁce all that he
has, all that he ever will have, to bar the demons’ path? The Hero and the Fiend is a
twelve-thousand word novelette set in the same world, and featuring some of the
same characters, as Glenn G. Thater's Harbinger of Doom series of fantasy novels
and novellas. Hero, however, is a stand-alone story that requires no familiarity with
his other books to enjoy. THE DEMON KING OF BERGHER When the Demon King of
Bergher comes calling with an evil gift that can corrupt a man's soul and devour his
will, Lord Torbin Malvegil and all his knights can’t keep him out. No gate or wall, no
ward or prayer, no army, hero, or wizard’s binding can hold the demon back. When
all hope is lost, and his ladylove’s life hangs in the balance, Torbin takes up his
sword and stands alone against the ancient ﬁend — prepared to sacriﬁce all, even
his immortal soul, to save his true love. The Demon King of Bergher is a short story
set in the same world and featuring some of the same characters as Glenn G.
Thater's Harbinger of Doom series of fantasy books. PRAISE FOR GLENN G. THATER'S
WRITING: "Glenn Thater's, The Gateway, is a masterfully crafted epic fantasy about
the ages old struggle between good and evil." ---- Carol Marrs Phipps, author of Elf
Killers "...as good as any fantasy tale you will read, it honors the tradition, and adds
to our lore a story so good, so well told, I hope it will be remembered forever." ----Rai Aren, co-author of Secret of the Sands. ...The author paints each scene and
battle so clearly that I felt I was in the middle of the action." ----- Mike Monahan,
author of Barracuda. "...a must read for all fans of classic sword and sorcery. A blend
of howard, moorcock, wagner,with a twist of lovecraft. Well written and hugely
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entertaining." ---- Jimmyonly (an Amazon reviewer) BOOKS BY GLENN G. THATER THE
HARBINGER OF DOOM SAGA HAMMER OF DOOM LORD OF LIES KNIGHT ETERNAL
DWELLERS OF THE DEEP BLOOD, FIRE, AND THORN GODS OF THE SWORD THE
SHAMBLING DEAD MASTER OF THE DEAD SHADOW OF DOOM WIZARDS TOLL DRUMS
OF DOOM BLOOD OF KINGS VOLUME 13+ forthcoming THE HERO AND THE FIEND (A
novelette set in the Harbinger of Doom universe) THE DEMON KING OF BERGHER (A
short story set in the Harbinger of Doom universe) THE KEBLEAR HORROR (A short
story set in the Harbinger of Doom universe) Keywords: fantasy; epic fantasy; horror;
sword and sorcery epic fantasy ﬁction bundle books best top novels series kindle
ebooks, metaphysical & visionary bundle dark fantasy gods demons wizards adult
top best novels books series kindle ebooks, horror thriller action & adventure top
best novels books series kindle cheap teen ebooks, myths & legends norse & Viking
urban bundle paranormal sword & sorcery fantasy top best novels books series
kindle ebooks, fantasy bundle free epic fantasy, epic fantasy, free, free book, free
ebook, free fantasy, ﬁction books, best novels, top novels, best series, free
metaphysical & visionary, dark fantasy, gods, demons, wizards, top novels, free
horror, free thriller, free action & adventure, action, adventure, teen ebooks, free
myths & legends, free norse, free viking, urban fantasy, paranormal fantasy, free
sword & sorcery, best books, google play Similar to books by: George R.R. Martin,
J.R.R. Tolkien, Robert E. Howard, David Gemmell, Steven Erikson, Michael Moorcock,
David Eddings, Glen Cook, Joe Abercrombie; David Dalglish, Terry Goodkind, Robert
J. Crane, Lindsay Buroker, Phil Tucker, Michael J. Sullivan, Glen Cook, Brian McClellan,
B.T. Narro, George R. R. Martin, Jonathan Moeller, James Maxwell, Miles Cameron, C.
Greenwood, R.A. Salvatore, Roger Zelazny, Michael James Ploof, Duncan M.
Hamilton, Robin Hobb, J.R.R. Tolkien, Brandon Sanderson, Brent Weeks, Raymond E.
Feist, Terry Brooks, Robert Jordan, James Islington, Patrick Rothfuss, A.G. Riddle,
Peter V. Brett, Andrzej Sapkowski, Fritz Leiber, Michael Moorcock, Michael Manning,
Joe Abercrombie, Margaret Weis, Steven Erikson, M. R. Mathias, James A. Moore,
Robert E. Howard, Kristian Alva, Toby Neighbors, Mark Lawrence, Brian Staveley, Jeﬀ
Wheeler, Will Wight, Craig Halloran, Luke Scull, D.K. Holmberg, Daniel Arenson,
Duncan Hamilton, Anthony Ryan, Justin Sloan, Jonathan Renshaw, Michael Anderle,
Aleron Kong, Michael-Scott Earle, Justin DePaoli, CM Raymond, AC Cobble, Michael J
Ploof, Loren K. Jones

DRUMS OF DOOM (HARBINGER OF DOOM -- VOLUME 11)
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Glenn G. Thater's epic Harbinger
of Doom saga continues in this eleventh volume, entitled Drums of Doom. In the Age
of Myth and Legend, the Lord's Arkon Thetan lost his faith, abandoned his honor and
his solemn oaths, and betrayed the one true god - he who loved him above all
others. Thetan's treachery threatened to bring down the very heavens and cast his
name in infamy, forevermore. When the mountain troll horde surrounded Lomion
City, rivalry and machination paralyzed the High Council...until the mysterious Baron
Jaros appeared oﬀering salvation from the trolls. Salvation that came at a weighty
price. King Bornyth Trollsbane of the Darendor Dwarves was fearless, and conﬁdent
that his people could withstand any siege, assault, plague, ﬂood, or famine. Hardy
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were his Dwarves. Determined. Tireless. Patient. The problem was, the Draugar -the dead that walked - were all of that and more. Uriel the Bold had safeguarded the
portal betwixt Midgaard and Niﬂeheim for untold ages. He'd repelled wizards,
warlords, and hordes of howling barbarians. But what hope did he have to stop The
Shadow League's cadre of Archwizards and the Niﬂeheim Lord that led them? The
Eotrus had suﬀered beyond all imagining: family members dead, missing,
kidnapped, their fortress, sacked. But now it was Ector's turn to take the battle to the
enemy. To march on the troll city of Gothmagorn and exact his revenge...though it
might cost him his very soul. Captain Frem Sorlons was one of the toughest men to
ever walk Midgaard. But deep in the heart of Svartleheim, when the drums of doom
sound, even a brave hero can fall. BOOKS BY GLENN G. THATER THE HARBINGER OF
DOOM SAGA: GATEWAY TO NIFLEHEIM THE FALLEN ANGLE KNIGHT ETERNAL
DWELLERS OF THE DEEP BLOOD, FIRE, AND THORN GODS OF THE SWORD THE
SHAMBLING DEAD MASTER OF THE DEAD SHADOW OF DOOM WIZARD'S TOLL
DRUMS OF DOOM VOLUME 12+ (forthcoming)

THE DECLINE OF THE WEST
Oxford University Press, USA Spengler's work describes how we have entered
into a centuries-long "world-historical" phase comparable to late antiquity, and his
controversial ideas spark debate over the meaning of historiography.

WOODCUTTER'S GRIM SERIES: VOLUME II {CLASSIC TALES OF
HORROR RETOLD}
(BOOKS 4-7)
Writers Exchange E-Publishing For the ten generations since the evil ﬁrst came
to Woodcutter's Grim, the Guardians have sworn an oath to protect the town from
the childhood horrors that lurk in the black woods. Without them, the town would be
defenseless...and the terrors would escape to the world at large. A four-book
miniseries within the Woodcutter's Grim Series, dealing with the curse on the
Shaussegeny family. Moonlight Becomes You (Book 4) {romantic paranormal} Very
loosely based on "The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse". When her child
becomes deathly ill and none of the doctors and specialists can help him, Heather
Rowe rushes to Woodcutter's Grim, hoping the boy's father can explain what's
happening. But Lance Shaussegeny both intrigues and terriﬁes Heather as much as
what he's told her of his hometown does. She soon learns that nothing in
Woodcutter's Grim--including Lance--is what it seems. Bewitched (Book 5) {romantic
paranormal} Very loosely based on "The Little Mermaid". Glynnis Shaussegeny
becomes bewitched by the mystery man who appears out of nowhere on the
abandoned property across the lake from her family's estate. But does Aric Sayer
have even more dark secrets than she does? One Night of Eternity (Book 6)
{romantic paranormal} Very loosely based on "The House That Jack Built". The curse
pronounced on the Shaussegeny clan for all time was very clear: "Because the
Shaussegeny name has long been synonymous with faithlessness, even unto your
own chosen mates, only one chosen mate will be allotted to each of your kin
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henceforth. These chosen mates must also fall under the family curse, but these
pairs will know true peace when they become one. Herein lays your salvation--and
your damnation. Only if each of your clan remains faithful to their chosen mates in
word and deed for all of their days will they have blissful contentment. Apart, mates
shall be restless and forever unsettled, gripped by a sadness and despair unlike any
other. A terrible fate will come upon the one who breaks the mate covenant." Gavin
Shaussegeny has broken the covenant with his wife, Marnie, by cheating on her, and
the betrayal carries a harsh penalty and punishment. Although Gavin regrets his
faithlessness and loves his wife more than anyone or anything else, the house that
he's built for himself is rapidly beginning to tumble down around him. There is only
one chance for salvation for him now: Only his mate's undeserved forgiveness will
free him from his punishment to re-live his betrayal over and over for all time.
Beauty is the Beast (Book 7) {romantic paranormal} Very loosely based on "Beauty
and the Beast". The Shaussegeny family curse came with one ﬁnal pronouncement:
"And now there is but one manner in which this curse can be broken and obliterated
entirely: That beauty falls in love with the beast and vice versa, that evil loves good
and good loves evil. If this should happen, your family shall be released from each
aspect of my curse and your alliance with evil shall be ended." Ransom Shaussegeny
attempts to cure the family of the curse they live under. Instead, he becomes a
werewolf trapped in his beast form and isolates himself inside the family fortress.
When he meets Tess Moore, a beautiful enchantress, and falls under her spell,
Ransom no longer knows who or what is real--or whether the evil in Woodcutter's
Grim is about to have the last laugh by dooming him, the woman he loves, and his
family for all time...

WOODCUTTER'S GRIM SERIES: VOLUME 1
BOOKS 1-3 & THE FINAL CHAPTER
Writers Exchange E-Publishing For the ten generations since the evil ﬁrst came
to Woodcutter's Grim, the Guardians have sworn an oath to protect the town from
the childhood horrors that lurk in the black woods. Without them, the town would be
defenseless...and the terrors would escape to the world at large. Woodcutter's Grim
Series, Volume I (Classic Tales of Horror Retold) is a compilation of the ﬁrst three
novellas in the series and The Final Chapter. Including: Papa (Book 1) {romantic
horror} A wickedly horrifying rendering of the classic children's story "Hansel and
Gretel", in which modern revenge is served up sweet... Less than a year after
Randall Park left his family for elementary school teacher, Amy, the unthinkable
happens--his ex-wife and two children are killed in a car accident. Ever since the
accident, Amy has had terrible nightmares in which Rand's son and daughter return
to exact revenge on their father and Amy herself (the wicked step-mother) for
abandoning them. When Rand convinces her to come away with him for a healing
respite to an isolated cabin in the woods, Amy's guilt-ﬁlled nightmares turn into pure
horror. Blood of Amethyst (Book 2) {romantic horror} A blood-curdling answer as to
why the childhood-nightmare creature Rumpelstiltskin so wanted a child of his own...
Amethyst Phillip's father--her only family--disappears in Woodcutter's Grim's evil
woods. Town Sheriﬀ and Guardian Gabe Reece sends out a search party and
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eventually they ﬁnd the body, completely drained of blood. A devastated Amethyst
refuses to do anything but carry on all by herself in the isolated area she grew up.
But something strange is happening, and Gabe realizes it every time he drops by to
check on the woman who's held his heart for long years. She's grown pale, cold.
She's sleeping all the time, waking only in the night, when her taste for blood
overwhelms her. Then Gabe becomes aware that something in the woods is calling
to her, something that's stealing her life... Gabe will face his deadliest foe yet when
the woman he loves falls prey to a nameless creature who wants her very soul.
Dancing to the Grave (Book 3) {romantic horror} Loosely based on "The Pied Piper of
Hamelin". The children of Woodcutter's Grim are changing...and only one person,
music teacher Diane Anders, realizes the truth. Can she and her husband, Kurt Jones,
a member of the ancient lineage of the Protectorate's Chosen Seven, save them and
the future of their town? The Amethyst Tower (The Final Chapter) {romantic timetravel horror} Loosely based on "Rapunzel". The isolated maiden meets her knight in
a time-traveler who's come into the future to rescue her from the Warlock Lord
holding her captive in the amethyst tower. Where else but in the fairy-tale-horror
town of Woodcutter's Grim?

THE PENN COMMENTARY ON PIERS PLOWMAN, VOLUME 5
C PASSUS 20-22; B PASSUS 18-20
University of Pennsylvania Press The ﬁrst full commentary on Piers Plowman
since the late nineteenth century is inaugurated with the publication of the ﬁrst two
of its ﬁve projected volumes. The detailed and wide-ranging Penn Commentary
places the allegorical dream-vision of Piers Plowman within the literary, historical,
social, and intellectual contexts of late medieval England, and within the long history
of critical interpretation of the poem, assessing past scholarship while oﬀering
original materials and insights throughout. The authors' line-by-line, section by
section, and passus by passus commentary on all three versions of the poem and on
the stages of its multiple revisions reveals new aspects of the poem's meaning while
assessing and summarizing a complex and often divisive scholarly tradition. The
volumes oﬀer an up-to-date, original, and open-ended guide to a poem whose
engagement in its social world is unrivaled in English literature, and whose literary,
religious, and intellectual accomplishments are uniquely powerful. The Penn
Commentary is designed to be equally useful to readers of the A, B, or C texts of the
poem. It is geared to readers eager to have detailed experience of Piers Plowman
and other medieval literature, possessing some basic knowledge of Middle English
language and literature, and interested in pondering further the particularly diﬃcult
relationships to both that this poem possesses. Others, with interest in poetry of all
periods, will ﬁnd the extended and detailed commentary useful precisely because it
does not seek to avoid the poem's challenges but seeks instead to provoke thought
about its intricacy and poetic achievements. Andrew Galloway's Volume 1 treats the
poem's ﬁrst vision, from the Prologue through Passus 4, in all three versions,
accepting the C text as the poet's ﬁnal word but excavating downward through the
earlier B and A texts. Stephen Barney's volume completes the framework for the
commentary, dealing with the ﬁnal three passûs of the poem, extant only in the B
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and C versions. Subsequent volumes will be the work of Ralph Hanna, Traugott
Lawler, and Anne Middleton. Overall, The Penn Commentary on Piers Plowman marks
a new stage of concentrated yet wide-ranging attention to a text whose repeated
revisions and literary and intellectual complexity make it both an elusive object of
inquiry and a literary work whose richness has long deserved the capacious and
minutely detailed treatment that only a full commentary can allow. Perhaps no poem
in English appeals more than Piers Plowman to those readers who understand
Yeats's "fascination with things diﬃcult," yet The Penn Commentary will enable
generations of readers to share in the pleasures and challenges of experiencing,
engaging with, and trying to elucidate the diﬃculties of one of the towering
achievements of English literature.

THE PENN COMMENTARY ON PIERS PLOWMAN, VOLUME 5
C PASSUS 20-22; B PASSUS 18-20
University of Pennsylvania Press The ﬁrst full commentary on Piers Plowman
since the late nineteenth century is inaugurated with the publication of the ﬁrst two
of its ﬁve projected volumes. The detailed and wide-ranging Penn Commentary
places the allegorical dream-vision of Piers Plowman within the literary, historical,
social, and intellectual contexts of late medieval England, and within the long history
of critical interpretation of the poem, assessing past scholarship while oﬀering
original materials and insights throughout. The authors' line-by-line, section by
section, and passus by passus commentary on all three versions of the poem and on
the stages of its multiple revisions reveals new aspects of the poem's meaning while
assessing and summarizing a complex and often divisive scholarly tradition. The
volumes oﬀer an up-to-date, original, and open-ended guide to a poem whose
engagement in its social world is unrivaled in English literature, and whose literary,
religious, and intellectual accomplishments are uniquely powerful. The Penn
Commentary is designed to be equally useful to readers of the A, B, or C texts of the
poem. It is geared to readers eager to have detailed experience of Piers Plowman
and other medieval literature, possessing some basic knowledge of Middle English
language and literature, and interested in pondering further the particularly diﬃcult
relationships to both that this poem possesses. Others, with interest in poetry of all
periods, will ﬁnd the extended and detailed commentary useful precisely because it
does not seek to avoid the poem's challenges but seeks instead to provoke thought
about its intricacy and poetic achievements. Andrew Galloway's Volume 1 treats the
poem's ﬁrst vision, from the Prologue through Passus 4, in all three versions,
accepting the C text as the poet's ﬁnal word but excavating downward through the
earlier B and A texts. Stephen Barney's volume completes the framework for the
commentary, dealing with the ﬁnal three passûs of the poem, extant only in the B
and C versions. Subsequent volumes will be the work of Ralph Hanna, Traugott
Lawler, and Anne Middleton. Overall, The Penn Commentary on Piers Plowman marks
a new stage of concentrated yet wide-ranging attention to a text whose repeated
revisions and literary and intellectual complexity make it both an elusive object of
inquiry and a literary work whose richness has long deserved the capacious and
minutely detailed treatment that only a full commentary can allow. Perhaps no poem
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in English appeals more than Piers Plowman to those readers who understand
Yeats's "fascination with things diﬃcult," yet The Penn Commentary will enable
generations of readers to share in the pleasures and challenges of experiencing,
engaging with, and trying to elucidate the diﬃculties of one of the towering
achievements of English literature.

THE BLEEDING WORLDS BOOK ONE
HARBINGER
Red Bucket Publishing Seventeen year old Gwynn Dormath likes to keep his head
down. He’s been hurt in the past, and he ﬁgures if the world doesn’t notice him, he’s
less likely to lose anything more. Trouble is, the girl he’s crushed on for the past
couple years suddenly decides to ask him out for Halloween. Despite all the alarms
going oﬀ in his head, he says yes. It sucks when the alarms are right. A prank
literally explodes and Gwynn ﬁnds himself imbued with powers he doesn’t
understand and can’t control. So much for going unnoticed. Gods of old, angels of
death, and creatures of myth start arriving in Gwynn’s small suburban town, and
they’re all focusing on him. He’s no hero. He has no love for the world. But he just
might be the only one who can save it.

FANTASTIC FOUR EPIC COLLECTION: THE NAME IS DOOM
Marvel Entertainment Collects Fantastic Four (1961) #68-87, Annual (1963) #6;
material from Not Brand Echh (1967) #6-7. Together, Stan Lee and Jack Kirby
redeﬁned super heroes and started the Marvel revolution. And there was nowhere
they notched more innovative ﬁrsts than with the ﬁrst family of super heroes: the
Fantastic Four! In the pages of this massive Epic Collection, the members of the FF
struggle to protect their own against the Mad Thinker’s android army, travel into the
Microverse to save the Silver Surfer from the wrath of Galactus, journey to the
Himalayan refuge of the Inhumans and venture into the depths of the Negative
Zone! That’s quite a trip — and that’s not even the whole itinerary! Plus: Witness the
historic birth of Franklin Richards — and gaze in awe as the FF engage Doctor Doom
in an epic life-or-death battle in the heart of Latveria!

TENNESSEE CHRISTIANS
A HISTORY OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN
TENNESSEE
ABSOLUTE SWAMP THING BY ALAN MOORE VOL. 2
Vertigo Before the groundbreaking graphic novel Watchmen, Alan Moore made his
debut in the U.S. comic book industry with the revitalization of the horror comic book
Swamp Thing. His deconstruction of the classic monster stretched the creative
boundaries of the medium and became one of the most spectacular series in comic
book history. With modern-day issues explored against a backdrop of horror, Swamp
Thing's stories became commentaries on environmental, political and social issues,
unﬂinching in their relevance. Includes the story The Anatomy Lesson, a haunting
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origin story that reshapes Swamp Thing mythology with terrifying revelations that
begin a journey of discovery and adventure that will take him across the stars and
beyond. Author Alan Moore and illustrators Stephen Bissette, John Totleben, Rick
Veitch, Shawn McManus, Ron Randall and Dan Day join together to rise from the
swamps in slipcased hardcover edition, Absolute Swamp Thing by Alan Moore Vol. 2.
This collects Saga of the Swamp Thing #35-49 with brand-new coloring.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE DOCUMENTARY FILM 3-VOLUME SET
Routledge The Encyclopedia of the Documentary Film is a fully international
reference work on the history of the documentary ﬁlm from the Lumière brothers'
Workers Leaving the Lumière Factory (1885) to Michael Moore's Fahrenheit 911
(2004). This Encyclopedia provides a resource that critically analyzes that history in
all its aspects. Not only does this Encyclopedia examine individual ﬁlms and the
careers of individual ﬁlm makers, it also provides overview articles of national and
regional documentary ﬁlm history. It explains concepts and themes in the study of
documentary ﬁlm, the techniques used in making ﬁlms, and the institutions that
support their production, appreciation, and preservation.

SAGA OF THE SWAMP THING BOOK FOUR
Vertigo Continuing the collection of master comics writer Alan Moore’s awardwinning run on THE SAGA OF THE SWAMP THING, this fourth volume brings Swamp
Thing’s quest for self-discovery with the mystic John Constantine to its shattering
conclusion. A harbinger of doom has been released with the sole charge of waking
an evil beyond comprehension, and Swamp Thing, John Constantine, Deadman, The
Phantom Stranger, Etrigan the Demon, The Spectre and other masters of the occult
must unite against the dark forces that threaten to eradicate Heaven’s light.
Collecting SWAMP THING #43-50.

HARVENGER
THE ANGEL OF DEATH
Albert David Sutton An innocent farm girl, suddenly orphaned by a terrible
accident, is forced to face an isolated and vulnerable life where even the most pious
of men covet her beauty with their deep, dark and desperate desires. In this world of
mortal danger Lauryl is not without an ally. Unknown to her she has sparked the
ﬂame of desire in one who has not know such feelings for eons. Unfettered, he lets
the ﬂame grow, and while it burns any who try to harm her will fall beneath his
blade. He shows no mercy, gives no quarter. Neither kings nor armies can touch her,
because his name is Death!

NEW TEEN TITANS VOL. 2
DC The original Teen Titans always stood in the shadows of their larger-than-life
mentors — young heroes like Robin, Wonder Girl and Kid Flash saw plenty of action,
but it was Batman, Wonder Woman and the Flash who ultimately called the shots. All
that changed, however, with the arrival of THE NEW TEEN TITANS in 1980 — and the
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lives of DC’s adolescent adventurers would never be the same! Crafted by comics
legends Marv Wolfman and George Pérez, this all-new super-team featured greater
dangers, ﬁercer emotions and more tangled relationships than any that had come
before. The Titans’ celebrated stories have ensured that the names of Starﬁre,
Cyborg, Raven and the Changeling will be passed down through history alongside
those famous aliases employed by Dick Grayson, Donna Troy and Wally West. Now,
for the ﬁrst time, all of Wolfman and Pérez’s NEW TEEN TITANS tales are available in
a comprehensive series of trade paperback editions. THE NEW TEEN TITANS VOLUME
TWO collects the issues #9-16 of the classic title, and includes an enlightening
introduction from Wolfman on the crafting of these acclaimed stories.

THE POETICAL WORKS: COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME
THE POETICAL WORKS OF SIR WALTER SCOTT, BART. COMPLETE IN
ONE VOLUME
WITH ALL HIS INTRODUCTIONS AND NOTES, ALSO VARIOUS
READINGS, AND THE EDITOR'S NOTES
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES #15
IDW Publishing Something has escaped Stockgen labs and is hunting the Turtles.
Its unrelenting and deadly force compel the Turtles to question how far they'll go to
defend themselves... and stretch the brothers' bonds to the limit!

TWISTY LITTLE PASSAGES
AN APPROACH TO INTERACTIVE FICTION
MIT Press A critical approach to interactive ﬁction, as literature and game.
Interactive ﬁction—the best-known form of which is the text game or text
adventure—has not received as much critical attention as have such other forms of
electronic literature as hypertext ﬁction and the conversational programs known as
chatterbots. Twisty Little Passages (the title refers to a maze in Adventure, the ﬁrst
interactive ﬁction) is the ﬁrst book-length consideration of this form, examining it
from gaming and literary perspectives. Nick Montfort, an interactive ﬁction author
himself, oﬀers both aﬁcionados and ﬁrst-time users a way to approach interactive
ﬁction that will lead to a more pleasurable and meaningful experience of it. Twisty
Little Passages looks at interactive ﬁction beginning with its most important literary
ancestor, the riddle. Montfort then discusses Adventure and its precursors (including
the I Ching and Dungeons and Dragons), and follows this with an examination of
mainframe text games developed in response, focusing on the most inﬂuential work
of that era, Zork. He then considers the introduction of commercial interactive ﬁction
for home computers, particularly that produced by Infocom. Commercial works
inspired an independent reaction, and Montfort describes the emergence of
independent creators and the development of an online interactive ﬁction
community in the 1990s. Finally, he considers the inﬂuence of interactive ﬁction on
other literary and gaming forms. With Twisty Little Passages, Nick Montfort places
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interactive ﬁction in its computational and literary contexts, opening up this stilldeveloping form to new consideration.

THE NEW CAMBRIDGE MODERN HISTORY: VOLUME 6, THE RISE OF
GREAT BRITAIN AND RUSSIA, 1688-1715/25
CUP Archive The rise of Great Britain and Russia is the focus of this particular
volume of The New Cambridge Modern History.

VECTOR PRIME
Random House The novel based on the screenplay of the blockbuster ﬁlm is now
available inmass market paperback.

SCIENCE BY SIMULATION - VOLUME 1: A MEZZE OF MATHEMATICAL
MODELS
World Scientiﬁc A Mezze of Mathematical Methods is Volume 1 of Science by
Simulation. It is a recipe book of mathematical models that can be enlivened by the
transmutation of equations into computer code. In this volume, the examples chosen
are an eclectic mix of systems and stories rooted in common experience, rather than
those normally associated with constrained courses on Physics, Chemistry or Biology
which are taught in isolation and susceptible to going out of date in a few years.
Rather than a 'what' of Science, this book is aimed at the 'how', readily applied to
projects by students and professionals. Written in a friendly style based upon the
author's expertise in teaching and pedagogy, this mathematically rigorous book is
designed for readers to follow arguments step-by-step with stand-alone chapters
which can be read independently. This approach will provide a tangible and readily
accessible context for the development of a wide range of interconnected
mathematical ideas and computing methods that underpin the practice of Science.
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